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Abstract 
The research aims to resolve the proneness in the rules on rectification for fatalities in criminal 
police officers, and in what way or manner to reorganize the rules for the rectification for 

fatalities in criminal police officers established the advantage of lawfulness. This study uses a 

postpositivism example research form, that is to say research as a succession of rationally 

affiliated steps, trusts in variety, and outlooks from the partners alternatively a distinct truth, 
and supports exact and all-encompassing dossier group and study forms. In this place case, the 

investigator uses differing levels of dossier reasoning for veracity and accuracy, uses differing 

programs to support calculating reasoning, to helps genuineness approaches, and this research 

likewise uses a sociological legal approach. The dossier is secondhand in the form of basic 
dossier, subordinate dossier, and after second dossier.The results of the research show that the 

The defect is that the sufferer as the body the one endures and is damaged is only complicated 

as a fatality witness, martyrs frequently feel discontented accompanying the criminal prosecutor 

for one Criminal lawyer for the government and/or the resolution passed along for one Judge 
cause it is regarded not similarly the principles of fairness. The criminal lawfulness arrangement 

is systematized to persevere perpetrators, not to do the interests of sufferers, cause criminal acts 

are acts of perpetrators against united states of america. This causes misfortunes developing 

from criminal acts endured by fatalities expected a accident that must be carried apiece casualty 
himself. Thus the rebuilding of rules for works to offset sufferers in criminal police officers 

established the worth of fairness is in Item 98 of the Criminal Process Law that states that (1) If 

a criminal act causes misfortunes to another human, the Detective or Criminal lawyer for the 

government at the request of that body or welcome inheritors, be going to command rectification 
in the criminal case, (2) The request for repayment as engaged in passage (1) is presented before 

the case is moved to the Parish Court, (3) Concerning requests for repayment as destined in 

passage (1), the Researcher or Criminal lawyer for the government grant permission present an 

Use for seizure of collateral for the suspect's property to the Court. therefore, in Item 270 
passage (2) of the Criminal Process Rule: Concerning court conclusions that have acquired 

lasting allowable implant the form of the convict's responsibility to pay repayment to the 

casualty or inheritor as an supplementary case, this is completed activity for one agent, the 

exercise of that maybe released to the Management Director (Heritage Characteristic 
Commission). 
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Introduction 
Claims for rectification on account of being a sufferer of a criminal serve as controlled in Item 98 article (1) of the Criminal 

Process Rule, states that: If demonstration that is the base for an accusation in a criminal case test for one Region Court causes 

harm to another man, therefore the Chief Judge of the Trial be going to The character's request concede possibility decide either 

the claim for rectification is linked accompanying the criminal case. Skilled is a merger of rectification indictment cases, that is 

to say cause skilled are two facets to the determination of a case, that is to say the community facet and the criminal facet. The 

life of two together facets in the alike case gives encourage in activity a criminal case accompanying a claim for repayment. 

Concerning aforementioned cases, before the KUHAP was achieved, the determination apiece Court was completed activity 

eventually and not together, the criminal case was agreed first and therefore trailed for one conclusion of the claim for repayment  
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(obliging case) (Toebagus, 2022) . Conclusion of cases in this 

manner takes a very long time, and costs more, so the court 

will not within financial means implement the law of good 

fairness, that is to say a fast, plain, and cheap legal process in 

accordance with Item 4 passage (2) of Regulation Number 48 

of the Period 2009 having to do with Legal Capacity, and will 

create belongings more troublesome for weak nation the one 

have restricted finances. Accordingly, it should to find an 

appropriate habit to overcome this question, that is to say by 

combine the rectification claim case.Skilled is a criminal case 

trailed by a civic case, to a degree a claim for rectification had 
connection with a criminal act apiece murderer. As long as 

that the casualty submits a claim for rectification and it 

maybe in the form of material or irrelevant misfortunes, 

therefore the claim for repayment endure a community court 

will be treated in a obliging tone (Tommy, 2022). The martyr 

occurrences two legal processes, that is to say criminal 

fairness on account of criminal acts apiece murderer against 

the martyr and community lawfulness on account of the 

sufferer's claim for rectification. Accompanying these two 

court processes, it will take a very long time and grant 

permission influence comparatively abundant costs. This 

process does not obey the law of fast, natural, and cheap 

lawfulness. It should to organize for criminal repayment 

expected dictated on the accused to remedy the agony of the 

sufferer of the misdemeanor (Widodo, 2018).Understanding 

the return of sufferers' misfortunes through criminal 

rectification cannot surely acclimate to changes in 

bureaucracy, particularly engaged of police officers. Fixing 
misfortunes precipitated by criminal acts through criminal 

rectification is in line accompanying the hypothesis of the 

aim of penalty to accomplish therapeutic lawfulness. The 

main idea of earning therapeutic fairness search out replace 

the position happening from a criminal act to the habit it was 

before the misconduct happen (Widodo, 2019).Rectification, 

so, is an work to care for sufferers, or more widely, a form of 

society care, that is individual of the aims expected obtained 

apiece aim of penalty (Tarnavskiy, 2023). Sufferer 

guardianship maybe elucidated as care from gettv permissible 

guarantees/repayment for the agony/misfortunes of family 

the one have happened fatalities of criminal acts. (Equal to 

fatality rectification). Forms of rectification maybe in the 

form of rehabilitation of their notoriety (restoration), 

renovation of central balance (containing pardon), supplying 

of repayment (repayment, repayment, 

freedom/repayment/social work), thus. Established the theme 
of being sufferer-familiarize, it gives additional rank/place to 

repayment misdemeanors, that is to say as a type of 

supplementary felony. In spite of it has supplementary 

criminal rank, this idea tactics is an exertion to increase the 

rank of criminal repayment as a comprehensive criminal 

procedure for all offenses. The punishment for repayment, in 

spite of it has the rank of an supplementary punishment (set 

in addition to the main misconduct), can still be dictated alone 

apart from (a suggestion of choice) the main case, that is to 

say if the displeasure worried is only culpable by a distinct 

fine. Indonesia as a country established regulation and not 

established absolute capacity (machtsstaat) is bound to 

synergize police officers works established the advantage of 

lawfulness accompanying works to realize the ethnic aim of 

earning the comprehensive prosperity of association. 

Established this somewhat thinking, the management of 

criminal acts must be completed activity utilizing a just 
approach for organization by retracing the profit and means 

of criminal acts for the benefit of the martyr. In accordance 

with the incident of human sophistication, the management 

of criminal acts persists to happening refurbishes, two 

together the goals of penalty and types of penalty. Thus, In 

this place study, the authors wish to further test the question 

related the title "Rebuilding Of The Rule Of Sufferer 

Rectification In The Administration Of Criminal Regulation 

Established Fairness Principles". Accompanying the main 

question explained in this manner:1. What are the current 

defect in the organizing of The Organizing of Martyr 

Repayment In the Application of Criminal Regulation in 
Indonesia?2. By virtue of what is the rebuilding of The 

Managing of Fatality Rectification In the Prosecution of 

Criminal Standard established the worth of lawfulness? 

Research Pattern This study uses a constructivist allowable 

research example approach. The constructivism example in 

the friendly sciences is a assessment of the positivist 

example. In accordance with the constructivist example of 

public truth that is to say noticed by individual body cannot 

be statement to all, as positivists normally do. This research 

uses explanatory-examining research. Examining 

explanatory research is a type of explanatory research that 

inquires to interpret and find answers on a fundamental base 

concerning related series of events by resolving the 

determinants that cause the incident or rise of the wonder or 

occurrence. The approach pattern in research uses a system 

(socio-permissible approach). The sociological legal 

approach (socio-allowable approach) is destined to study and 

check the interrelationships befriended in absolute 
accompanying different public variables (Toebagus, 2020). 

Beginnings of dossier secondhand contain Basic Dossier and 

Subordinate Dossier. Basic dossier is dossier acquired from 

field remarks and interviews accompanying informers. While 

Subordinate Dossier is dossier involving (Faisal, 2010): 1. 

Basic permissible fabrics are binding permissible matters in 

the form of appropriate standards and requirements and have 

entity commotion accompanying the issues examined, with 

possible choice in the form of Regulations and organizing 

having connection with the immunity to express belief 

honestly.2. Subordinate permissible fabrics are permissible 

fabrics that illustrate basic allowable fabrics.3. After second 

permissible matters are permissible fabrics that determine 

further news on basic permissible matters and subordinate 

allowable fabrics. Research had connection with the socio-

allowable approach, that is to say research that resolves 

questions is completed activity by joining allowable matters 
(that are subordinate dossier) accompanying basic dossier 

acquired engaged. By means of subordinate permissible 

fabrics, in the form of books by specialists and allowable 

procedures. 

 

Research Results and Discussion 
1. Proneness In The Organizing Of The Managing Of Fatality 

Repayment In The Imposition Of Criminal Regulation In 

Indonesia 

In the case the supplyings in the Criminal Process Rule are 

painstakingly noticed, therefore repayment maybe likely to 

casualties of criminal acts by observant Item 98 passage(1) 

that states that if demonstration is the base for an accusation 

in a criminal case test by a community court causes harm to 

another body, therefore the supervising judge at the trial 

concede possibility elect, at the man's request, to connect the 

claim for repayment accompanying the criminal case. The 
intention of the deficit to additional public (issues) is not 
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disadvantage, that is to say, similarly the supplyings of law 

of citizens' rights, one the one endures a deficit happening 

from a criminal act, containing deficit to the martyr (reason 

of Item 98 passage (1) of the Criminal Process Law), while 

the type Misfortunes emergent from a criminal act are 

restraint, that is to say, they are restricted to material 

misfortunes in the form of costs or substitute costs earned by 

concerned triennial bodies (Item 99 of the Criminal Process 

Rule) that is invigorated for one society of the Highest federal 

court of the Democracy of Indonesia Number 976 K/Pid 

/1988 out-of-date 24 September 1991.The supplyings 
concerning this type of misfortune are not similarly the hopes 

of Item 101 of the Criminal Process Rule, that is to say that 

the supplyings of the rules of civic procedural standard relate 

to claims for repayment. Law of citizens' rights does not limit 

the type and amount of deficit knowledgeable for one preyed 

upon (accuser) if the deficit is doubtlessly similarly the law 

of origin as controlled in Item 1365 of the Legal code. The 

chance of claims by after second bodies or fatalities of 

criminal acts that maybe linked accompanying criminal cases 

is a new form brought in in criminal procedural society in 

Indonesia. The test and resolution on in any case the request 

for repayment is allowed is judge in type,  aim that the 

resolution to grant or refuse the request for repayment 

depends on the resolution of the main case, that is to say the 

criminal act accused apiece Criminal lawyer for the 

government. Repayment determinations to tertiary bodies 

can only be performed if the main resolution has constant 

allowable force. Nevertheless, it equips that skilled are 
various failings in the Criminal Process Law concerning the 

supplying concerning this repayment. The lack of organizing 

concerning repayment will assuredly manage troublesome 

for sufferers of criminal acts to comply requests for 

repayment. First, the fatality does misunderstand certain the 

deficits for that compensation maybe wanted. Second, the 

sufferer does mix up when the request for compensation is 

endured: can the martyr instantly endure the request for 

repayment to the LPSK rapidly subsequently the misdeed 

happens, or before the criminal lawyer for the government 

files a criminal discontent, or before the judge shows a 

resolution? Tertiary, the sufferer does misunderstand the 

system that maybe captured if the murderer of the 

misdemeanor is weak or averse to pay the rectification 

wanted apiece casualty. Divide into four equal parts, the 

fatality further does misunderstand moment of truth ending 

for repaying repayment from the murderer of the misconduct 
because the judge's conclusion needing the murderer to pay 

compensation to the sufferer has constant allowable force 

(Daigle, 2016). These miscellaneous ambiguities were only 

solved two age later when the management circulated 

Management Organizing Number 44 of 2008 having to do 

with Providing Repayment, Compensation, and Help to 

Witnesses and Casualties. If you look approximately, the 

supplyings concerning compensation still hold any of 

questions. Standard Number 31 of 2014 has actually adjusted 

various supplyings concerning repayment devices for 

fatalities of criminal acts that were earlier controlled in 

Administration Managing Number 44 of 2008 so it maybe 

pronounced that these supplyings are immediately close the 

Criminal Process Law. Police officers police can 

immediately endure use the compensation machine 

controlled in Society Number 31 of 2014, that has a more 

expansive purview of repayment than the KUHAP cause the 
supplyings concerning this compensation device 

immediately have the alike force as those controlled in the 

KUHAP. Nevertheless, in this place society, skilled is a new 

supplying that indeed limits the allowing of compensation 

rights to casualties of criminal acts. Item 7A passage (2) 

states that criminal acts as engaged in article (1) are 

contingent upon the LPSK Decree. This wealth that the right 

to acquire repayment cannot relate to all martyrs of criminal 

acts. This right only applies to casualties of sure criminal acts 

whose perseverance is imprecise cause it is only established 

expected contingent upon the LPSK Decree. In the 

clarification portion, this passage is established expected 
completely clear, in spite of skilled is no clearness concerning 

this passage inasmuch as skilled is no aforementioned 

supplying in Regulation Number 13 of 2006 and 

Administration Organizing Number 44 of 2008. The next 

question is what is the reason for this disadvantage? This is 

with the order reversed equivalent to the aim of constituting 

LPSK to safeguard witnesses and sufferers of criminal acts in 

Indonesia. This is surely a disappointment for works to 

insulate martyrs of criminal acts. Accompanying 

requirements that limit casualties of criminal acts from gettv 

their rights to repayment, by all means, it hopeful better for 

martyrs of criminal acts if police officers administrators use 

the compensation system controlled in the Criminal Process 

Rule cause all fatalities of criminal acts can catch the alike 

time to acquire their rights to compensation. 

Rebuilding Of The Rule Of Martyr Repayment In The 

Administration Of Criminal Regulation Established The 

Worth Of Lawfulness 
Item 1 point 3 of Regulation Number 13 of 2006 states that 

the Witness and Martyr Guardianship Instrumentality, 

therefore shortened as LPSK, is an organization burdened and 

approved to determine guardianship and different rights to 

Witnesses and/or Fatalities as controlled in standard. This. 

Before Item 12 states that LPSK arrange management the 

supplying of guardianship and help to Witnesses and 

Fatalities established their assignments and experts as 

controlled in this place regulation. In Standard Number 13 of 

2006 skilled is not a sole item that states the one of the 

LPSK's capacities search out complete activity court 

resolutions or judge's determinations concerning 

compensation complied by casualties of criminal acts through 

the LPSK. Administration Rule Number 44 of 2008 that 

outlines supplyings concerning compensation for sufferers of 

criminal acts too does not obviously organize the expert of 

LPSK to implement court resolutions or judge's 
determinations concerning repayment. In addition, in 

Standard Number 31 of 2014, skilled is current situation 

concerning the description of LPSK. Nevertheless, 

concerning compensation, this regulation increases a 

supplying declaring that in completing activity the 

assignments as engaged in Item 12, LPSK has the expert to 

determine repayment in providing compensation and 

rectification (Item 12A passage (1) reply j).This shows 

supplementary expert for LPSK in conditions of sufferer 

compensation, only in the form of expert to evaluate 

repayment in providing compensation. LPSK has not still 

existed likely the expert to implement court determinations 

or judge determinations concerning requests for 

compensation offered by casualties of criminal acts through 

this organization. Concerning bodies the one are likely the 

expert to complete activity court conclusions or judge's 

determinations, the KUHAP rigidly manages this in Item 6. 
Item 6 memorandum a of the KUHAP states that the Agent is 
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an official the one is approved by this society to be a part of 

a criminal lawyer for the government and complete activity 

court conclusions that have happened fashioned. get constant 

permissible force. Therefore Item 6 postcard b of the 

Criminal Process Rule states that the Criminal lawyer for the 

government is a Agent the one is approved by this standard 

to complete activity prosecutions and complete activity the 

Judge's perseverance (Ali, 2022). The expert of the Agent as 

trustee is reaffirmed in Item 1 most excellent-2441 and Item 

30442 of Regulation Number 16 of 2004 having to do with 

the Agent's Commission of the Democracy of Indonesia. 
Established this, for the Democracy of Indonesia, it hopeful 

more suitable if the expert to authorize compensation for 

fatalities of criminal acts falls under the Agent's Commission 

of the Democracy of Indonesia. Cause it will be smooth and 

faster for fatalities of criminal acts if requests for repayment 

are complied before the charges are denounce, the martyr can 

comply the request straightforwardly to the Criminal lawyer 

for the government. Accordingly, in amending the KUHAP, 

it should to specify supplyings concerning the method for 

presenting requests for repayment, that by all means will be 

various from the machine for uniting rectification claims 

cases as controlled in Items 98-101 of the KUHAP. In 

consideration of reach this, Item 98 of the Criminal Process 

Rule needs expected reconstructed knowledgeable: (1) If a 

criminal act causes deficits to another customer, the Inspector 

or Criminal lawyer for the government at the request of that 

woman or welcome inheritors, be going to authorize 

rectification in the criminal case, (2)  The request for 
repayment as destined in passage (1) is presented before the 

case is moved to the Sector Court,(3) Concerning requests for 

repayment as engaged in article (1), the Inspector or Criminal 

lawyer for the government can present an Request for seizure 

of collateral for the suspect's property to the Court. therefore, 

in Item 270 article(2) of the Criminal Process Law: 

Concerning court resolutions that have got lasting 

permissible introduce the form of the convict's responsibility 

to pay rectification to the martyr or inheritor as an 

supplementary misdemeanor, this is completed activity 

apiece agent, the exercise of that maybe gave back to the 

Management Administrator (Legacy Possessions 

Commission).This idea of a system for complying requests 

for repayment will straightforwardly remove the supplyings 

of Item 7A article (3) of Regulation Number 31 of 2014 that 

states that compliance of requests for repayment maybe 

fashioned before or subsequently a court conclusion that has 
got lasting permissible force through the LPSK. Other than 

replacement the part of the LPSK accompanying that of the 

Agent's Commission, this idea further only manages requests 

for repayment offered by sufferers of criminal acts before the 

demands are denounce apiece Criminal lawyer for the 

government. This search out prevent permissible doubt and 

specify a contentment for sufferers of criminal acts that their 

rights as fatalities will be completed. 

This is likely cause if the murderer of  a evil  is forced or 

impotent to pay compensation in the amount certain apiece 

judge, all Agent can force the murderer by confiscating and 

the act of selling off the murderer's possessions to pay 

repayment to the martyr of the felony. Other than that, if the 

murderer is unfit to pay compensation, the murderer will be 

contingent on supplementary captivity. Meantime, if the 

murderer tries to prevent repaying repayment to the fatality, 

the murderer will not deserve a reward a decline in the 
sentence and will not accept discharge (Khmelov, 2015). In 

the case of removing supplyings concerning requests for 

compensation presented following in position or time a court 

resolution has got constant allowable force, this is exhausted 

order to prevent questions in achieving the Judge's 

conclusion. In another way, all Agent as the body the one has 

the expert as trustee will feel loaded if he has to complete 

activity the Judge's conclusion concerning a request for 

repayment that he is not informed about latest trends. Other 

than that, this is further destined to prevent objections from 

perpetrators of criminal acts the one feel that they have 

existed chastised various occasions, inasmuch as they have 
before happened imprisoned, possibly have earlier dressed it 

for few period, but therefore they are confronted 

accompanying new permissible demands had connection 

with cases at which point they have then existed erect 

blameworthy. Judge. 

 

Conclusion 
Proneness in managing on exertions to offset martyrs in 

criminal police officers at the present, that is to say that 

fundamentally the device for providing rectification for 

martyrs of criminal acts is controlled in the Criminal Process 

Law. Other than that, Standard Number 31 of 2014 having to 

do with Witness Guardianship and Fatalities has more 

determined a habit for fatalities of criminal acts to acquire 

repayment in the form of compensation from the perpetrators 

of criminal acts. Still, these two supplyings have any of 

questions in their exercise, containing Restricted types and 

amounts of damages that maybe demanded by fatalities of 
criminal acts if they use the device for joining rectification 

claims as controlled in the Criminal Process Rule. Containing 

that the use process is not natural and demands an alive 

function from the misdeed casualty himself in the process. If 

the use for repayment uses the process controlled in Society 

Number 31 of 2014, therefore not all fatalities of criminal acts 

can authorize compensation as their right, cause not all 

criminal acts maybe endured for repayment. The decision of 

a atrocity for that the fatality can command repayment is 

contingent upon the Witness and Casualty Guardianship 

Instrumentality. Another point that causes questions is the 

device and processes for offering repayment and executing 

repayment inasmuch as the Witness and Sufferer Care 

Instrumentality is not contained in the criminal fairness 

method, and is not a police officers machinery that has 

executive expert.2. Reorganize rules for antagonistic-

casualty misfortune works in criminal police officers 
established the worth of fairness, that is to say by completing 

activity rebuilding first, in Item 98 of the Criminal Process 

Rule to: (1) If a criminal act causes misfortunes to another 

customer, the Auditor or Criminal lawyer for the government 

at the request of that life or welcome inheritors, be going to 

authorize rectification in the criminal case. (2) The request 

for repayment as destined in article (1) is presented before the 

case is moved to the Precinct Court. (3) Concerning requests 

for rectification as engaged in article (1), the Researcher or 

Criminal lawyer for the government concede possibility 

comply an Use for seizure of collateral for the suspect's 

property to the Court. Second, in Item 270 passage (2) of the 

Criminal Process Rule: Concerning court resolutions that 

have got lasting permissible introduce the form of the 

convict's responsibility to pay rectification to the sufferer or 

inheritor as an supplementary penalty, this is completed 

activity for one agent, the exercise of that maybe released to 
the Management Director (Heritage Characteristic 
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Commission). 
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